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1 Introduction
The present work is the first of a series in which a suitable reformulation of the gauge
procedure is exploited for dealing with classical non-relativistic systems. In particular, this
is the first of two papers in which the gauge technique is applied to extended Galilei group.
The general scope of this treatment is to reformulate firstly standard Newton‘s theory
as a general manifestly-covariant Galilean gauge theory, and, secondly, to seek possible
generalizations of it.
As is well-known, a geometrical four-dimensional formulation of Newton’s gravitational
theory has been developed already in the thirties by Elie Cartan [1]. More recent formu-
lations of the classical theory of gravitation in geometrical terms have been proposed by
Havas [2], Anderson [3], Trautman [4], Ku¨nzle [5] and Kucharˇ [6]. Analyses of the classi-
cal theory as a non-relativistic limit of general relativity has been made by Dautcourt [7],
Ku¨nzle [5], Ehlers [8], Malament [9] and others. In all these papers, the Newtonian theory is
reobtained by describing its inertial-gravitational structure in terms of an affine connection
compatible with the temporal flow tµ and a rank-three spatial metric h
µν . While the curva-
ture of the four-dimensional affine connection is different from zero because of the presence
of matter, the Newtonian flatness of the absolute three-space is guaranteed by the further
requirement that Poisson’s equation be satisfied, in the covariant form Rµν = 4πGρ(z)tµtν ,
where Rµν is the Ricci tensor of the affine connection and ρ(z) is the matter density. In this
way the four-dimensional description is dynamical, while the three-dimensional one is not.
A further typical feature of this geometrical formulation is the fact that, unlike the case
of general relativity in which there is a unique compatible affine connection, the curved
four-dimensional affine structure can be separated out in a flat affine (inertial) structure
and a gravitational (force) potential; this splitting, however, cannot be done in a unique
way, unless special boundary conditions are externally provided.
While the four-dimensional point of view about Newton’s theory shows remarkable
geometrical insights and even provides a better foundation for Newtonian kinematics than
does the traditional point of view (see, in this connection Earman and Friedman [10]), it
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does not lend itself to any easy generalization. And since what we want to obtain in the end
is precisely a true generalization of Newton’s theory allowing for a dynamical three-space,
we will adopt here a completely independent procedure based on a three-dimensional level
of description from the beginning. With this in view, the present paper should be read
also as a first necessary step towards the searched generalized formulation. Our approach
develops through the following steps:
(1) First, we exploit the gauge methodology originally applied by Utiyama [11] to
the Lorentz group within the field theoretic framework, in order to find all the inertial-
gravitational fields which can be coupled to a non-relativistic mass-point. To achieve this
result, we apply a suitably adapted Utiyama procedure to the Galilei group. Specifically,
we consider a Galilei invariant Action corresponding to the projective canonical realiza-
tion which describes a free particle of mass m. The requirement of invariance (properly
quasi-invariance, according to what usually obtains in the case of groups with non trivial
cohomology structure) of the Action under localized Galilei transformations, leads directly
to the following results: (a) the introduction of eleven compensating gauge fields (one more
than the order of the standard Galilei group due to the central extension of it); (b) the
characterization of their Galilean transformation properties, and ; (c) the explicit form
of the Action describing the dynamics of the mass-point interacting with the gauge fields
playing the role of external fields. A geometrical interpretation of these latter fields is then
exhibited by evidentiating their relation to the so-called Galilei and Newtonian Structures
studied by Ku¨nzle [5] and Kucharˇ [6].
(2) Second, we look for a possible field Action capable of describing the dynamics of
these fields. In realizing this program we are guided by the following facts: (a) The non-
relativistic limit of the relativistic Lagrangian for a mass-point in a pseudo-Riemannian
space is precisely the Galilei matter Lagrangian we have already obtained through the
gauge procedure; (b) the non-relativistic limit of Einstein equations leads to the geometric
Cartan structure with Newton’s equations; on the other hand: (c) none among the existing
four-dimensional formulations of Newtonian gravitation is cast in a variational form.
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The explicit construction of the fundamental Galilei Action is performed by matching
the results obtained through the above gauge technique and a suitable non-relativistic
limiting procedure (for c2 → ∞) from the four-dimensional level. Precisely, the limiting
procedure is applied to the Einstein-Hilbert-De Witt action for the gravitational field plus
a matter action corresponding to a single mass point, under the assumption of the existence
of a global 3+1 splitting of the total Action, and of a suitable parametrization of the 4-
metric tensor in terms of powers of c2. Once the expansion in powers of 1/c2 is explicitly
calculated, we make the Ansatz of identifying the wanted Galilean Action A with the zeroth
order term of the expansion itself.
The resulting Action contains 27 fields, i.e., 16 fields over and above the gauge fields
obtained through the gauge technique. These fields are not coupled to matter and lack a-
priori any definite transformation property. Their role is nonetheless essential (in the spirit
of the Einstein-Kretschmann debate[12], one would say) as auxiliary fields, to the effect
that they guarantee a Galilean general-covariance of the three-dimensional theory (where
of course the absolute nature of time is preserved). In fact, once appropriate transformation
properties for the auxiliary fields are postulated, the fundamental Galilei Action turns out
to be quasi-invariant under the local Galilei transformations.
As expected, a constraint analysis shows that the theory has no physical field degrees of
freedom so that it is essentially Newton’s theory expressed as a gauge invariant theory or,
stated in other words, as a theory cast in a form valid in arbitrary (absolute time respecting)
Galilean reference frames. This formulation implies, of course, flatness of the three-space
metric gij (expressed through the vanishing of the three-dimensional Ricci tensor: Rij = 0)
and validity of the Poisson equation in a suitable Galilei-covariant form (see Section 7.1).
As far as we know, a manifestly-covariant formulation of Newton’s theory of gravitation
has never been proposed until now.
In Section 2, the free mass-point realization of the extended Galilei group is expounded
together some preliminaries and notations. Section 3 is devoted to the gaugeization of the
group: gauge compensating fields and their group transformation properties are derived
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by imposing quasi-invariance of the action. The equations of motion of the mass-pont in
presence of the gauge ”external” fields are discussed in Section 4 together with a proper
characterization of the relations between various kinds of ”observers” and ”forms” of the
fields. Section 5 is dedicated to a summary of the known facts about Galilean and Newto-
nian geometrical structures and to the correspondence between these latter and our gauge
fields. In section 6 the main Ansatz for the selection of the fundamental Galilean Action is
discussed. Section 7 is devoted to a discussion of the constraint analysis of the covariant
form of Newton’s theory in arbitrary - absolute time respecting reference systems (Section
7.1) and in Galilean reference systems (Section 7.2), respectively.
2 Preliminaries on the Galilei free mass-point realiza-
tion
The Lagrangian and the action for a free non relativistic mass-point can be written,
LM =
1
2
mδij x˙
ix˙j , AM =
∫ t2
t1
dt LM ,
(
δij =
{
1, i = j
0, i 6= j
)
, (2.1)
respectively.
The variational principle δAM = 0, with variations which vanish at the end points, gives
the Euler-Lagrange equations:
ELi ≡ ∂LM
∂xi
− d
dt
∂LM
∂x˙i
= −mδij x¨j ◦=0 , (2.2)
where
◦
= means that the equality is satisfied on the extremals.
The infinitesimal Galilei transformations of the configuration variables will be written
as: 
δt = −ε
δxi = εi + c ijk ω
jxk − vit
δx˙i = c ijk ω
jx˙k − vi ,
(2.3)
where ε, εi, ωi, vi are the infinitesimal parameters of time translation, space translations,
space rotations and pure Galilei transformations (Galilei boosts), respectively, and the c ijk ’s
are the standard structure-constants of the SO(3) group.
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We remark that, for a given infinitesimal time transformation t → t∗ = t + δt, f(t) →
f ∗(t∗), the symbol δ means δf(t) ≡ f ∗(t∗) − f(t). On the other hand, the equal time
infinitesimal transformation will be denoted by δ0f(t) ≡ f ∗(t) − f(t) = δf − δt · dfdt .
The equal-time configuration variables transformations corresponding to the transformation
(2.3) are: 
δ0 t = 0
δ0x
i = εi + c ijk ω
jxk − tvi + εx˙i
δ0x˙
i = c ijk ω
jx˙k − vi + εx¨i .
(2.4)
Note that, while δ0 commutes with time derivative, so that
δ0
df(t)
dt
=
d
dt
δ0f(t) , (2.5)
we have instead
δ
df(t)
dt
= δ0
df(t)
dt
+
d2f(t)
dt2
δt
=
d
dt
δf(t)− df(t)
dt
d(δt)
dt
.
(2.6)
Finally, notice that, since the Galilei transformations are not, in general, fixed-time trans-
formations, the variation of the action must be explicitly written in the form:
∆SM =
∫ t2
t1
dt
[
δLM + LM
d
dt
δt
]
=
∫ t2
t1
dt
[
δ0LM +
d
dt
(LMδt)
]
. (2.7)
Under the transformations (2.3), we have:
∆SM =
∫ t2
t1
dt
[
d
dt
(
−mδijxivj
)]
, (2.8)
so that the action (2.1) results quasi-invariant under them. As a consequence of this
quasi-invariance of the action, we have the Noether identity:
G˙ ≡ −δ0xi ELi ◦=0 , (2.9)
where the constant of the motion G is given by:
G =
∂LM
∂x˙i
δ0x
i − εLM +mδijxivj . (2.10)
Before proceeding, let us fix some notation in connection with more general classes of
functions that we will have to consider; precisely: 1) f(z, t), with z and t independent
variables; and 2) f(x(t), t).
The variations in case 1) when t→ t∗ = t+ δt, z → z∗ = z + δz, will be denoted by
δf(z, t) = f ∗(z∗, t∗)− f(z, t)
δ0f(z, t) = f
∗(z, t)− f(z, t) =
= δf(z, t)− ∂f(z, t)
∂zk
δzk − ∂f(z, t)
∂t
δt .
(2.11)
On the other hand, in case 2), it is convenient to distinguish three kinds of variations: if
t → t∗ = t+ δt
x(t) → x∗(t∗) = x(t) + δx(t) = x(t) + δ0x(t) + dx(t)
dt
δt ,
(2.12)
we shall define:
δf(x(t), t) = f ∗(x∗(t∗), t∗)− f(x(t), t)
δ0f(x(t), t) = f
∗(x(t), t)− f(x(t), t) =
= δf(x(t), t)− ∂f(x(t), t)
∂xk
δxk(t)− ∂f(x(t), t)
∂t
δt
δ0[t]f(x(t), t) = f
∗(x∗(t), t)− f(x(t), t) =
= δf(x(t), t)−
[
∂f(x(t), t)
∂xk
dxk(t)
dt
+
∂f(x(t), t)
∂t
]
δt
(2.13)
Let us now turn to the Hamiltonian formalism. The canonical momenta and the Hamil-
tonian function are (f¯(p, q) denotes a function in phase-space),
pi =
∂LM
∂x˙i
= m δijx˙
j
H¯ = pix˙
i − LM = 12m δijpipj ,
(2.14)
respectively. Then, the conserved quantity G becomes:
G¯ = εH¯ + εipi + ω
iJ¯i + v
iK¯i
= εH¯ + (ηi − tvi)pi +mδijvixj ◦=0 , (2.15)
where, for future convenience, we have introduced the infinitesimal transformation descrip-
tors
ηi(xj) = εi + c ijk ω
jxk . (2.16)
From Eq.(2.15), we obtain the following independent constants of the motion:
H¯ , pi , K¯i = mδij x
j − t pi , J¯i = c kij xjpk . (2.17)
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The constants of motion (2.17) provide a projective canonical realization of the Lie
algebra of the Galilei group in terms of Poisson brackets:
{Ki,H} = Pi
{Ki,Pj} = δijm
{Pi,Jj} = c kij Pk
{Ki,Jj} = c kij Kk
{Ji,Jj} = c kij Jk ,
(2.18)
where:
H = H¯ , Pi = pi , Ki = K¯i , Ji = J¯i . (2.19)
Alternatively, the realization can be considered as a true realization [13] of the centrally-
extended Galilei group via the central charge M = m .
The generator of the equal-time Galilei transformation in phase-space, say δ¯0, is given
by the expression G¯ defined in eq.(2.15). We have
δ¯0t = 0
δ¯0x
i = {xi, G¯} = ε 1
m
δijpj + η
i
⇒ δ¯0xi
∣∣∣
p=∂LM/∂x˙
= δ0x
i = δxi + εx˙i .
(2.20)
Notice that, within the Hamiltonian formalism, the variation δ0x˙
i can be obtained only by
using the equations of motion. In fact, we have:
δ0x˙
i =
∂ηi(x)
∂xk
x˙k − vi − εx¨i = ∂η
i(x)
∂xk
x˙k − vi − ε 1
m
δijELj
◦
=
δij
m
δ¯pj
∣∣∣∣∣
p=∂LM/∂x˙
.
(2.21)
Under the transformations (2.4), which are the configuration-space analogues of the trans-
formations (2.20), we have:
∆SM =
∫ t2
t1
dt
[
d
dt
(
εLM −mδijxivj
)]
. (2.22)
The resulting Noether’s constants of the motion are clearly the same as those associated
with the transformations (2.3) and (2.20).
This complication can be easily avoided by turning to a re-parameterization invariant
formulation of the free mass-point system. Using coordinates t(λ), xi(λ), the Lagrangian
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and the Action become
LˆM(λ) =
1
2
m
δijx
′i(λ)x′j(λ)
t′(λ)
,
SˆM =
∫ λ2
λ1
dλ LˆM (λ) ,
(2.23)
respectively, where f ′(λ) ≡ d
dλ
f(λ). As before, in this enlarged space, we can define again an
infinitesimal transformation δˆ and an “equal-λ” one, say δˆ0. The associated Euler-Lagrange
equations and canonical momenta are
ÊLt = d
dλ
[
m
2
δijx
′i(λ)x′j(λ)
t′2(λ)
]
◦
=0
ÊLi = − d
dλ
[
m
δijx
′j(λ)
t′(λ)
]
◦
=0 ,
(2.24)

Eˆ = −∂Lˆ
∂t′
=
m
2
δijx
′i(λ)x′j(λ)
t′2(λ)
=
1
2m
δij pˆipˆj
pˆi =
∂Lˆ
∂x′i
= m
δijx
′j(λ)
t′(λ)
= mδij x˙
j(t) = pi ,
(2.25)
respectively, where we have defined the Poisson brackets so that:
{t(λ), Eˆ(λ)}′ = −1
{xi(λ), pˆj(λ)}′ = δij .
(2.26)
In the enlarged phase-space, coordinatized by (t, xi, Eˆ, pˆi), we obtain a vanishing canonical
Hamiltonian and the first-class constraint
χˆ ≡ Eˆ − 1
2m
δij pˆipˆj ≈ 0 . (2.27)
The constraint χˆ generates the following transformation of the configurational variables:
ˆ¯δ0t(λ) = −α(λ) , ˆ¯δ0xi(λ) = −α(λ) 1mδij pˆj. This is the re-parameterization gauge transfor-
mation λ→ λ−α(λ)/t′. The Lagrangian is obviously quasi-invariant under this operation
since:
δˆ0LˆM =
d
dλ
[−α(λ)
t′
LˆM
]
. (2.28)
The canonical generators of the extended Galilei algebra are now:
Hˆ = Eˆ , Pˆi = pˆi , Kˆi = m δij xj − t pˆi , Jˆi = c kij xj pˆk , Mˆ = m . (2.29)
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and satisfy the Lie-algebra (2.18) with the primed Poisson-brackets (2.26). Consequently,
the generator of the complete phase-space Galilei transformation ˆ¯δ0 , which is now given
by:
ˆ¯G = εEˆ + εipˆi + ω
i ˆ¯J i + v
i ˆ¯Ki
= εEˆ + (ηi − tvi)pˆi +mδijvixj ,
(2.30)
yields the following “equal-λ” infinitesimal transformations:
ˆ¯δ0λ = 0
ˆ¯δ0t = {t , ˆ¯G}′ = −ε = δˆ0t = δt
ˆ¯δ0x
i = {xi, ˆ¯G}′ = εi + c ijk ωjxk − tvi = δˆ0xi = δxi ,
(2.31)
which coincide with the transformations (2.3).
We have now ˆ¯δ0pˆi
∣∣∣∣
pˆ=∂LˆM/∂x′
= δˆ0
[
mδijx′
j
t′
]
, without any use of Euler-Lagrange equations.
On the other hand, under the transformations (2.31), it follows:
δˆ0LˆM =
d
dλ
[
−mδijvixj
]
, (2.32)
and
ˆ¯δ0χˆ = 0 , (2.33)
so that the canonical generators (2.29) are again constants of the motion. Furthermore,
the first-class constraint is Galilei invariant, and the quasi-invariance of the Lagrangian is
an effect of the central-charge term alone.
3 “Gauging” the extended Galilei algebra for the free
mass-point
We proceed now to gauging the Galilei transformations along the standard line of Utiyama
[11].Since the Newtonian time is absolute, the most general finite transformation allowed
for the time coordinate is of the form t→ t′ = t + f(t) . Therefore a first guess of how to
gauge the group amounts to replace the complete infinitesimal generators (2.15) and (2.30)
with:
G¯ = ε(t) H¯ + εi(x, t) pi + ω
i(x, t) J¯i + v
i(x, t) K¯i
= ε(t) H¯ + [ηi(x, t) − tvi(x, t) ]pi +m δijvi(x, t) xj , (3.1)
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and
ˆ¯G = ε(t) Eˆ + εi(x, t) pˆi + ω
i(x, t) ˆ¯J i + v
i(x, t) ˆ¯Ki
= ε(t) Eˆ + [ηi(x, t) − tvi(x, t)] pˆi +m δijvi(x, t) xj ,
(3.2)
respectively, with ε independent of x, and
ηi(x, t) = εi(x, t) + c ijk ω
j(x, t) xk . (3.3)
Notice that we have not absorbed the term tvi(x, t) into ηi(x, t) , as it would be natural
from the point of view of the configuration space. Actually, this would not be as much
natural in phase-space and, in addition, from the group-theoretical point of view, it would
be confusing: it would mix the role of the central charge with that of the three-dimensional
Euclidean subalgebra.
We see from Eq.(3.1) and Eq.(3.2) that gauging the extended Galilei algebra in the
case of the mass-point realization is equivalent to gauging the algebra generated by en-
ergy (respectively time-translation, within the re-parameterization invariant picture), linear
momentum, and the central-charge M = m, with parameters ε(t) , ηi(x, t) − tvi(x, t) ,
δijv
i(x, t) xj , respectively.
Corresponding to the complete generator (3.1) , we obtain:
δ¯0 t = 0
δ¯0x
i = ε(t)
δijpj
m
+ ηi(x, t)− t vi(x, t) , (3.4)
and 
δ¯0pi = pk
∂
∂xi
[ηk(x, t)− t vk(x, t)] +m ∂
∂xi
[δlkx
lvk(x, t)]
δ¯0H¯ =
1
m
δijpiδ¯pj
δ¯0J¯i = c
k
ij pk[η
j(x, t)− t vj(x, t)]− c kij xjpr
∂
∂xk
[ηr(x, t)− t vr(x, t)]
−mc kij xj
∂
∂xk
[δlmx
lvm(x, t)]
δ¯0K¯i = ε(t)pi + tpk
∂
∂xi
[ηk(x, t)− t vk(x, t)]
+mδij [η
j(x, t)− t vj(x, t)]−m t ∂
∂xi
[δlmx
lvm(x, t)] .
(3.5)
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Finally, using pi = mδij x˙
j , we obtain
δ0 t = 0
δ0x
i = ε(t)x˙i + ηi(x, t)− t vi(x, t)
δ0x˙
i =
d
dt
[ε(t)x˙i] + x˙k
∂
∂xk
[ηi(x, t)− t vi(x, t)]
+
∂
∂t
[ηi(x, t)− t vi(x, t)] .
(3.6)
Eqs.(3.6) reduce to Eqs.(2.4) in the limit of global flat symmetry and they can be taken
as a definition of the Galilei gauge transformations in configuration space. Notice that the
quasi-invariance of the Lagrangian under the global flat transformations is now broken and
that δ¯0pi|pi=mδij x˙j is not equal to δ0[mδij x˙j ] .
On the other hand, within the re-parameterization invariant picture, corresponding to
the complete generator (3.2), we get:
ˆ¯δ0 λ = 0
ˆ¯δ0 t(λ) = −ε(t(λ))
ˆ¯δ0x
i(λ) = ηi(x, t)− t vi(x, t)
ˆ¯δ0t
′(λ) = −t′ dε(t(λ))
dt
ˆ¯δ0x
′i(λ) = x′k
∂
∂xk
[ηi(x, t)− t vi(x, t)] + t′ ∂
∂t
[ηi(x, t)− t vi(x, t)] ,
(3.7)
and 
ˆ¯δ0pˆi = −pˆk ∂
∂xi
[ηk(x, t)− t vk(x, t)]−m ∂
∂xi
[δlkx
lvk(x, t)]
ˆ¯δ0Eˆ = Eˆ
dε(t)
dt
+ pˆi
∂
∂t
[ηi(x, t)− t vi(x, t)] +m ∂
∂t
[δijx
ivj(x, t)]
ˆ¯δ0Jˆi = c kij pˆk[ηj(x, t)− t vj(x, t)]− c kij xj pˆr
∂
∂xk
[ηr(x, t)− t vr(x, t)]
−mc kij xj
∂
∂xk
[δlmx
lvm(x, t)]
ˆ¯δ0Kˆi = ε(t)pˆi + tpˆk ∂
∂xi
[ηk(x, t)− t vk(x, t)]
+mδij [η
j(x, t)− t vj(x, t)]−mt ∂
∂xi
[δlmx
lvm(x, t)] .
(3.8)
In conclusion, from Eq.(3.6), we see that x(t) undergoes a time-dependent general Eu-
clidean coordinate transformation (although deformed by an effect from Galilei boosts) plus
a velocity-dependent transformation induced by the condition δ¯0t = 0 . On the other hand,
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from Eq.(3.7), we see that t(λ) undergoes a transformation which does not involve the
Euclidean coordinates and, simultaneously, x(λ) undergoes a time-dependent general Eu-
clidean coordinate transformation (still deformed by an effect from Galilei boosts). Being
a consequence of the absolute nature of the Newtonian time, these features do not appear
in the gauging of the Poincare´ realization corresponding to the free relativistic mass-point
with Lagrangian LM = −m
√
ηµνx′µ(λ)x′ν(λ) (see, for instance, [14]). Actually, the gaug-
ing of the Poincare´ transformations induces a general coordinate transformation of xµ(λ)
which is indistinguishable from the simple gauging of the space-time translations alone.
As well-known, the gauging of the Lorentz transformations is made evident by means of
the “soldering procedure” which amounts to say that the vectors belonging to the tan-
gent bundle of the curved space-time must transform as four vectors under “local” Lorentz
transformation. The “soldering” is done by means of a set of vierbeins EAµ (x) so that
the flat transformation x′µ → x′ν + εµ·νx′µ (where εµ·ν are the parameters of the Lorentz
transformations) is replaced by EAµ (x)x
′µ → EAµ (x)x′µ + εS·BEAµ (x)x′µ.
We want to discuss now the problem of the invariance (possibly quasi-invariance) of the
Lagrangian with respect to the local Galilei transformations just defined. In the Newtonian
case, unlike the relativistic one, the absolute nature of time prevents us from using the
standard “soldering” procedure, if not for the Euclidean subalgebra generated by Pˆk and
Jˆi. Actually, while the effect of the space rotations in the term ηi(x, t) is indistinguishable
from the effect generated in it by space translations, the effect of “local” space rotations
and translations can be distinguished for three-vectors by introducing the “soldering” with
dreibeins Eai (x, t). Notice, however, that further complications arise here from the fact that
the general Euclidean transformations are time-dependent and that time translations and
Galilei boosts introduce new terms into the transformation of the velocity. Accordingly,
the rule for the transition from the global flat transformation of three-velocity to its general
transformation is obtained by defining ωa(x, t) = Eai (x, t)ω
i(x, t), and by imposing, within
the two alternative pictures introduced above, the following transformation properties
δ0 x˙
i =
d
dt
[εx˙i] + c kij ω
jx˙k − vi
⇒ δ0[t][Eai x˙i] =
d
dt
[εEai x˙
i] + c abc ω
bEci x˙
i + [?]
(3.9)
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 δˆ0 x
′i = c ijk ω
jx′k − vit′
⇒ δˆ0[λ][Eai x′i] = c abc ωbEcix′i + [?] ,
(3.10)
where the question marks in Eqs.(3.9) and (3.10) stand for possible terms connected to
time translation and Galilei boosts: this point will be settled later on.
By means of the invertible dreibeins Eai , a Euclidean metric in the three-space is natu-
rally introduced in the form
δij ⇒ gij ≡ δabEaiEbj , (3.11)
while the inverse metric can be likewise defined in term of the inverse dreibeinsHia (H
i
aE
b
i =
δab , H
i
aE
a
j = δ
i
j) as:
δij → gij ≡ δabHiaHjb , gijgjk = δik . (3.12)
Let us now discuss, within the standard picture, the issue of the invariance of the
Lagrangian under the newly introduced local transformations, by considering first the local
time-independent Euclidean transformations δ[e]0 (ε = 0, v
i = 0, ωi = ωi(x), εi = εi(x));
then pure time transformations δ[t]0 (ε = ε(t), v
i = 0, ωi = 0, εi = 0), and the combination
of both δ[e]0 and δ
[t]
0 , say δ
[et]
0 (ε = ε(t), v
i = 0, ωi = ωi(x), εi = εi(x)); finally the
most general transformations including local time-dependent Euclidean transformations
and Galilei boosts.
i) In the case of local time-independent Euclidean transformations δ[e]0 , defined by ε = 0,
vi = 0, ωi = ωi(x), εi = εi(x), we have:
δ[e]0 x˙
i = x˙k
∂
∂xk
[εi(x) + c ijl ω
j(x)xl]
= x˙k
∂ηi
[e]
(x)
∂xk
,
(3.13)
where ηi
[e]
(x) = εi(x)+c ijl ω
j(x)xl is the restriction of ηi(x, t) to time independent Euclidean
transformation. Then, by imposing
δ[e]0[t][E
a
i x˙
i] = c abc ω
b(x)[Eci x˙
i] , (3.14)
it follows:
δ[e]0[t]E
a
i (x, t) = δ
[e]
0 E
a
i (x, t) +
∂Eai (x, t)
∂xk
δ[e]0 x
k
= −∂η
i
[e]
(x)
∂xk
Eai + c
a
bc ω
b(x)Eci ,
(3.15)
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i.e.
δ[e]0[t]E
a
i = −
∂ηi
[e]
(x)
∂xk
Eai + c
a
bc ω
b(x)Eci −Eai,kηk[e](x) . (3.16)
in agreement to the conventions established in Eqs.(2.13). It is then immediately seen that
the invariance of the Lagrangian under time-independent local Euclidean transformation
can be recovered by means of the substitution:
x˙i ⇒ Eai x˙i , (3.17)
which leads to
LM =
1
2
mδij x˙
ix˙j ⇒ Lg[e]M ≡ 12mδabEai x˙iEbjx˙j
= 1
2
mgijx˙
ix˙j .
(3.18)
In fact, since the transformation rules for the three-dimensional metric field (3.11) are given
by:
δ[e]0[t]gij = δ
[e]
0 gij + gij,kη
k
[e]
(x) = −∂η
k
[e]
(x)
∂xi
gkj −
∂ηk
[e]
(x)
∂xj
gik , (3.19)
(which are the correct infinitesimal transformation properties of a covariant second-rank
three-dimensional tensor), it follows:
δ[e]0[t]L
g[e]
M = 0 . (3.20)
Therefore, the preliminary guess for the gauging of the Galilei transformation (see Eqs. 3.1,
3.4-3.6, or 3.2, 3.7 and 3.8) is made geometrically consistent by replacing the flat metric
δij and δ
ij in those formulae by gij and g
ij, respectively.
Within the re-parameterization invariant picture, the invariance is recovered by the
corresponding substitution,
x′i ⇒ Eai x′i (3.21)
which leads to
LˆM(λ)⇒ Lˆg[e]M (λ) =
1
2
m
gijx
′i(λ)x′j(λ)
t′(λ)
. (3.22)
In fact, from Eq.(3.19) with δ[e]0[t] formally replaced by δˆ
[e]
0[λ], it follows:
δˆ[e]0[λ]Lˆ
[e]
M = 0 . (3.23)
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ii) Consider now the pure time-translations δˆ[t]0 . For the sake of simplicity, we shall confine
to the re-parameterization invariant picture. We have:{
δˆ[t]0 t = −ǫ(t)
δˆ[t]0 x
i = 0 .
(3.24)
It is immediate to see that, by means of a einbein substitution of the form
t′ ⇒ Θ(t)t′ , (3.25)
the Lagrangian:
Lˆg[t]M (λ) ≡
1
2
m
δijx
′i(λ)x′j(λ)
Θ(t)t′(λ)
, (3.26)
is invariant under the transformations δˆ[t]0 , provided we impose:
δˆ[t]0[λ][Θ(t)t
′] = 0 , (3.27)
which, in turn, gives:
δˆ[t]0[λ]Θ(t) = δˆ
[t]
0 Θ(t)− ε(t)
dΘ(t)
dt
= ε˙(t)Θ(t) . (3.28)
iii) We can summarize the results found up to now in the re-parameterization invariant
picture, by saying that the modified matter Lagrangian
Lˆg[et]M (λ) ≡
1
2
m
gijx
′i(λ)x′j(λ)
Θ(t)t′(λ)
, (3.29)
is strictly invariant under the local transformations:
δˆ[et]0 t = δˆ
[t]
0 t = −ǫ(t)
δˆ[et]0 x
i = δˆ[e]0 x
i = ηi[e](x)
δˆ[et]0 t
′ = δˆ[t]0 t
′ = −ε˙(t)t′
δˆ[et]0 x
′i = δˆ[e]0 x
′i = x′k
∂ηi[e](x)
∂xk
,
(3.30)
if we adopt the following transformation rules for the fields:
δˆ[et]0[λ]Θ(t) = δˆ
[t]
0[λ]Θ(t) = ε˙(t)Θ(t)
δˆ[et]0[λ]E
a
i = δˆ
[e]
0[λ]E
a
i = −
∂ηi
[e]
(x)
∂xk
Eai + c
a
bc ω
b(x)Eci
δˆ[et]0[λ]gij = δˆ
[e]
0[λ]gij = −
∂ηk
[e]
(x)
∂xi
gkj −
∂ηk
[e]
(x)
∂xj
gik .
(3.31)
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iv) Finally, we have to show that the invariance (possibly quasi-invariance) of the matter
Lagrangian under the most general transformations, including local time-dependent Eu-
clidean transformations and Galilei boosts, can be recovered by introducing four additional
external fields, say A0(x, t), Ai(x, t). Within the re-parameterization invariant picture, our
scope will be achieved if we succeed in defining a new matter Lagrangian LˆgM such that:
a) under the gauge transformations (3.7) and the corresponding transformations induced
on all the additional fields, be quasi-invariant in the form:
δˆ0[λ]Lˆ
g
M =
dF
dλ
, (3.32)
b) its global flat limit, together with that of its transformation properties, coincide with
the expression (2.23) and (2.32), respectively.
First of all, in order to reproduce the cocycle term of Eq.(2.32) in the global flat limit,
F will be chosen as F = −mgijvixj . Then, the matter Lagrangian will be defined as
LˆgM(λ) =
1
Θt′
m
2
[
gijx
′ix′j + 2Aix
′it′ + 2A0t
′t′
]
. (3.33)
Second, since we have to preserve the transformation properties of Eai , gij and Θ already
established for the case vi(x, t) = 0 in Eqs.(3.31), we shall assume
δˆ0[λ]Θ = δˆ0Θ− ǫ(t)dΘ(t)
dt
= ǫ˙(t)Θ(t)
δˆ0[λ]E
a
i = δˆ0E
a
i + E
a
i,kη˜
k(x, t)− ∂E
a
i
∂t
ε(t)
= c abc ω
b(x, t)Eci −
∂η˜k(x, t)
∂xi
Eak
(3.34)
⇒
δˆ0[λ]gij = δˆ0gij + gij,kη˜
k(x, t)− ∂gij
∂t
ε(t)
= −∂η˜
k(x, t)
∂xi
gkj − ∂η˜
k(x, t)
∂xi
gkj ,
where we have introduced the notation η˜k(x, t) ≡ ηk(x, t) − tvk(x, t). Then, the quasi-
invariance (3.32) of the matter Lagrangian (3.33) is guaranteed if the additional fields
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A0(x, t) , Ai(x, t) transform as follows:
δˆ0[λ]A0 = δˆ0A0 − ε∂A0
∂t
+ Ai,j η˜
j
= 2ε˙A0 −Ai∂η˜
i
∂t
+Θ
∂F
∂t
δˆ0[λ]Ai = δˆ0Ai − ε∂Ai
∂t
+ Ai,j η˜
j
= ε˙Ai −Aj ∂η˜
j
∂xi
− gij ∂η˜
j
∂t
+Θ
∂F
∂xi
.
(3.35)
Notice that the fields Eai , gij, Θ, A0 and Ai have the global flat Galilean limits δ
a
i , δij , 1, 0
and 0, respectively. Here, the Ai’s play the role of the components E
0
i (x) of the relativistic
vierbeins, while the two fields Θ and A0 correspond to a splitting of the vierbein component
E00(x), as it will be clear later on.
In a similar way, it can be seen that, within the standard picture, the Lagrangian
LgM (t) =
1
Θ
m
2
[
gijx˙
ix˙j + 2Aix˙
i + 2A0
]
, (3.36)
is quasi-invariant under the field transformation rules (3.34), (3.35), with δ0 = δˆ0, and the
mass-point coordinate transformations given by (3.6), in the sense that we have
δ0[t]L
g
M =
dF
dt
+ ε
d[LgM ]
dt
, (3.37)
so that
∆SgM =
∫ t2
t1
dt
[
dF
dt
+
d[εLgM ]
dt
]
= 0 . (3.38)
The condition for the invariance of the theory under the gauged Galilei transformations can
now be easily formulated also in the Hamiltonian formalism. From Eq.(3.33), we get the
following expressions for energy and linear momentum
Eˆ =
∂LˆgM
∂t′
=
1
Θt′2
m
2
gijx
′ix′j − m
Θ
A0
pˆi =
∂LˆgM
∂x′i
=
m
Θt′
(
gijx
′j + Ait
′) , (3.39)
while the first-class constraint (2.27) becomes
χˆg =
1
Θ
[
Eˆ +
m
Θ
A0
]
− g
ij
2m
[
pˆi − m
Θ
Ai
] [
pˆj − m
Θ
Aj
]
. (3.40)
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Since, under the transformation (3.8) (with δij ⇒ gij), we have:
ˆ¯δ0[λ]χˆ =
1
Θ
ˆ¯δ0Eˆ − 1
Θ2
[
Eˆ +
m
Θ
A0
]
δˆ0[λ]Θ+
1
Θ2
mδˆ0[λ]A0
− 1
2m
δˆ0[λ]g
ij
[
pˆi − m
Θ
Ai
] [
pˆj − m
Θ
Aj
]
− g
ij
m
[
pˆi − m
Θ
Ai
] [
ˆ¯δ0pˆj − m
Θ
δˆ0[λ]Aj +
m
Θ2
Aj δˆ0[λ]Θ
]
,
(3.41)
the invariance of the constraint
ˆ¯δ0[λ]χˆg = 0 , (3.42)
which is the Hamiltonian analogue to the invariance of the Lagrangian, is guaranteed if the
fields transform according to
δˆ0[λ] Θ = ǫ˙(t)Θ(t)
δˆ0[λ]gij = −∂η˜
k(x, t)
∂xi
gkj − ∂η˜
k(x, t)
∂xi
gkj
δˆ0[λ]A0 = 2ε˙A0 − Ai∂η˜
i
∂t
−Θ ∂
∂t
[
gijv
ixj
]
δˆ0[λ]Ai = ε˙Ai − Aj ∂η˜
j
∂xi
− gij ∂η˜
j
∂t
−Θ ∂
∂xi
[
gijv
ixj
]
.
(3.43)
Note that since
δf(x(t), t) = δˆ0[λ]f(x(t(λ)), t(λ)) , (3.44)
Eqs.(3.43) can be easily adapted to the standard picture.
Let us remark in addition that were it not for the presence of the einbein Θ, the modified
Hamiltonian constraints (3.40) could have been made invariant only in the week sense
ˆ¯δ0[λ]χˆg = εχˆg ≃ 0.
Finally, the cocycle term which appeared in a generic form in the transformations (3.35)
of the fields A0 and Ai, is now explicitly determined (up to a constant) in a form which
reproduces the standard expression in the global flat Galilean limit. This is due to the fact
that the Hamiltonian formalism of the reparemetrization invariant scheme requires a first
class constraint which, in absence of external fields, says that the Galilei Casimir invariant
representing the internal energy (E − 1
2m
δijpipj) is equal to zero.
In presence of external fields, the constraints given by Eqs.(3.40), says again that the
Casimir invariant vanishes. This is clearly a consequence of the fact that time is absolute
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and of the fact that preservation of the constraints (i.e. of the vanishing of the Casimir
invariant) is possible only provided the projective realization is taken into account through
the cocycle terms in Eq.(3.43). The analogue of this phenomenon in the standard La-
grangian picture is expressed by the fact that the identification of the total energy in
different coordinate systems connected by general Galilean coordinate transformation re-
quires explicitly the appearance of the cocycle term within the transformation rules of the
relevant quantities. On the other hand it is obvious that the cocycle term is not associated
to actual forces since it appears in the variation of the Lagrangian as a total derivative
irrelevant for the equations of motion.
4 Dynamics of a mass-point in the external ”gauge”
fields
We want to discuss now the equations of motion of the mass-point acted upon, as a test
particle, by the newly introduced compensating external fields. For the sake of simplicity,
we will use the Lagrangian in the standard picture:
LgM (t) =
m
Θ
[
1
2
gij x˙
ix˙j + Aix˙
i + A0
]
. (4.1)
Upon variation, we get the Euler-Lagrange equations:
x¨i + Γiklx˙
kx˙l = −Θ˙
Θ
[
x˙i + gijAj
]
− gij ∂gjl
∂t
x˙l
+gij
[
∂A0
∂xj
− ∂Aj
∂t
]
+ gij
[
∂Al
∂xj
− ∂Aj
∂xl
]
x˙l ,
(4.2)
where:
Γlij =
{
l
i j
}
=
1
2
Hla[E
a
i,j + E
a
j,i] , (4.3)
is the three-dimensional metric affinity of gij.
Let us stress that the function Θ(t) which appears in the Lagrangian (4.1) and in the
equations of motion (4.2) has no real dynamical content. In fact, by redefining the evolution
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parameter t and the field A0, Ai according to
T (t) ≡
∫ t
0
dτΘ(τ)
A˜0 ≡ A0
Θ2
A˜i ≡ Ai
Θ
,
(4.4)
it follows:
d2xi
dT 2
+ Γikl
dxk
dT
dxl
dT
= −gij ∂gjl
∂T
dxl
dT
+ gij
[
∂A˜l
∂xj
− ∂A˜i
∂xl
]
dxl
dT
+gij
[
∂A˜0
∂xj
− ∂A˜i
∂T
]
.
(4.5)
In order to gain a better physical insight, we will discuss the standard Newtonian gravi-
tational problem in general Galilean coordinates. Before doing that, let us reproduce in our
notations the Kucharˇ’s classification of the relevant reference frames obtained by passive
coordinate transformations:
1) non rotating observers: Θ = 1, Ai = 0;
2) rigid observers, Θ = 1, gij = δij (an example belonging to this class is provided by
eqs.(4.19) below; Wheeler’ definition of Galilean observer is a subcase of rigid observers,
see eq.(4.22);
3) freely-falling observers: Θ = 1, A0 = 0
4) Gaussian (freely falling, non rotating) observer: Θ = 1, Ai = 0, A0 = 0 (these are the
analogues of the Fermi-Walker observers in general relativity);
5) Galilean observers (rigid, non rotating): Θ = 1, gij = δij, Ai = 0, A0 = −ϕ: they are
called absolute Galilean observers by Wheeler [15] and inertial by Levi-Civita [16];
6) inertial observers (rigid, freely falling, non rotating): Θ = 1, gij = δij , Ai = 0, A0 = 0;
Let [ya, t] be the coordinates used by a Galilean observer (rigid and non-rotating).
Newton’s equations can be written:
m
d2ya
dt2
= −mδab ∂ϕ
∂yb
, (4.6)
where ϕ(y, t) is the gravitational potential satisfying the Poisson equation (∆ = δij∂i∂j)
∆ϕ(z, t) = 4πGmδ[z − y(t)] . (4.7)
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This situation corresponds to:
Θ = 1, gij = δij , A0 = −ϕ, Ai = 0 . (4.8)
Eqs.(4.6) and (4.7) are form-invariant under the group of Galilei transformations (2.3) that
connect Galilean observers. In particular, the gravitational potential is a scalar under these
transformations (see for example Wheeler [15] §12.17).
Let us perform now a passive transformation to an arbitrary coordinate system (T, ξa):{
t → T (t)
ya → ξa(x(t), t) . (4.9)
We have:
d2ξa
dT 2
=
1
T˙ 2
[
∂ξa
∂xi
x¨i
]
+
T¨
T˙ t
[
∂ξa
∂xi
x˙i +
∂ξa
∂t
]
+
1
T˙ 2
[
∂2ξa
∂xi∂xj
x˙ix˙j + 2
∂2ξa
∂xi∂t
x˙i +
∂2ξa
∂t∂t
]
,
(4.10)
and, after some algebraic manipulations, using Eq.(4.3),
x¨i +
∂xi
∂ya
∂2ξa
∂xk∂xl
x˙ix˙j = −∂x
i
∂ya
[
2
∂2ξa
∂xi∂t
x˙i +
∂2ξa
∂t∂t
]
−∂x
i
∂ya
[
T¨
T˙
[
∂ξa
∂xi
x˙i +
∂ξa
∂t
]]
−∂x
i
∂ya
T˙ 2δab
∂ϕ
∂yb
,
(4.11)
where x˙ means derivation respect the evolution parameter t. The identification of the equa-
tions (4.11) and (4.2) expresses the non-relativistic equivalence principle which is implicit
in the application of the gauge technique to a space-time symmetry group. We have:
Θ = T˙
gij = δab
∂ξa
∂xi
∂ξb
∂xj
; Eai =
∂ξa
∂xi
gij = δab
∂xi
∂ξa
∂xj
∂ξb
; Hia =
∂xi
∂ya
A0 = −ϕT˙ 2 + 1
2
δab
∂ξa
∂t
∂ξb
∂t
Ai = δab
∂ξa
∂xi
∂ξb
∂t
.
(4.12)
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Note that
A˜ =
1
Θ2
(A0 − gijAiAj) = −ϕ (4.13)
Then this last combination of the fields A0 and Ai has to be identified with Newton’s
potential, while the Ai’s are inertial fields.
Let us remark that, while the Poisson equation (4.7) can be rewritten in the new
coordinates zb → ξb(z′, t) in the form
1√
g
∂
∂z′i
[√
ggij
∂ϕ
∂z′j
]
= 4πGmδ[z′ − x(t)] , (4.14)
this equation does not determine the gravitational potential since this latter is not a geomet-
rical object and its functional form must depend on other fields. Therefore, the transformed
Poisson equation (4.14) cannot be considered the equation for the field A0 in an arbitrary
reference frame and its integration cannot give rise to a term like 1
2
δab
∂ξa
∂t
∂ξb
∂t
, as it should
be according to Eq.(4.12). Instead, it is the quantity A˜ of Eqs.(4.13) that plays now the
role of the Newton’s potential ϕ. Then Eqs.(4.14) can be rewritten in the form
1√
g
∂
∂z′i
[√
ggij
∂A˜
∂z′j
]
= −4πGmδ[z′ − x(t)] . (4.15)
The existence of the cocycle terms in the transformation rules of the potentials (see
Eqs.(3.43)) does not invalidate the non-relativistic equivalence principle since, as shown
at the end of the previous section, it affects only the definition of the total energy in
different coordinate systems. The dynamics of a mass-point in the above external fields
can be made Galilean-generally-covariant only if the second Galilean Casimir invariant
(E − P 2/2m) vanishes, as in the flat case.
Let us consider now various cases of passive coordinate transformations. For instance
the kinematical group of passive coordinate transformations for the rigid observers (i.e., an
arbitrary rigid but rotating frame). First, there are the Galilean coordinate transformations
(according to Wheeler’s terminology), which preserve the rigid and non-rotating character
of the coordinates:{
t → t− ε , ε = cost.
ya → ξa(x, t) = Rai xi + εa(t) , Rai = cost. . (4.16)
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We have now Θ = 1, gij = δij , A0 = −ϕ + 12δabε˙aε˙b, Ai = δabRai ε˙b, and Eq.(4.6) is
correspondingly modified.
These results can be obtained as a particular case (R˙ai = 0) of the passive coordinate
transformation corresponding to an arbitrary rigid and rotating motion{
t → t− ε
ya → ξa(x, t) = Rai (t)xi + εa(t) . (4.17)
In this case we have: 
∂ξa
∂xj
≡ Eaj (x, t) = Raj (t)
∂ξa
∂t
= R˙aj (t)x
j + ε˙a(t)
∂2ξa
∂xj∂t
= R˙aj (t)
∂2ξa
∂t2
= R¨aj (t)x
j + ε¨a(t) ,
(4.18)
and Eqs.(4.12) become:
Θ = 1
gij = δij ;
∂gij
∂t
= 0 ; Γkij = 0
A0 = −ϕ+ 1
2
δab[R˙
a
jx
j + ε˙a][R˙bjx
j + ε˙b]
Ai = δabR
a
i [R˙
b
jx
j + ε˙b] .
(4.19)
Then, the equations of motions take the form:
x¨l = δlk
{
∂Ak
∂t
− ∂A0
∂xk
+
[
∂Ak
∂xj
− ∂Aj
∂xk
]
x˙j
}
= δlk
{
− ∂φ
∂xk
− δabRakε¨b − 2δabRakR˙bjx˙j
−1
2
δab
[
RakR¨
b
j + R¨
a
kR
b
j
]
xj − 1
2
δab
[
RakR¨
a
j − R¨akRaj
]
xj
}
.
(4.20)
Since the angular velocity vector can be expressed as
ωk(t) =
1
2
ǫkrsδabR
a
r(t)R˙
b
s(t) , (4.21)
the physical meaning of the various terms can be immediately identified as follows:
m[
∂Ak
∂xj
− ∂Aj
∂xk
]x˙j = 2mRaj (t)R˙
a
k(t)x˙
j = 2m[~ω ∧ ~˙x]k (Coriolis force)
m[
∂Ak
∂t
− ∂A0
∂xk
] = −m ∂ϕ
∂xk
(gravitational force)
−mδabRakε¨b (translational inertial force)
+m[~ω ∧ (~ω ∧ ~x)]k (centrifugal force)
+m[~˙ω ∧ ~x]k . (Jacobi force)
(4.22)
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Finally, the equations of motion, which are the transformed of Newton’s equations (4.6) in
this generalized reference frame, are:
mx¨k = −mδkl ∂ϕ
∂xl
−mδklRal ε¨a +m[~ω ∧ (~ω ∧ ~x)]k + 2m[~ω ∧ ~˙x]k +m[~˙ω ∧ ~x]k . (4.23)
On the other hand the Kinematical group of the subclass of rigid observers, called Galilean
by Wheeler, is defined by Eqs.(4.16). Finally, the Kinematical group of Galilean observers
(Wheeler’s absolute Galilean) is defined by Rai = const and ε
a = const.
When R˙ai = 0, the modification of Eq.(4.6) is due only to the translational-inertial
force. Of course, corresponding to a transformation of the form (4.9), metric, affinity,
and dreibeins are equivalent to the global flat ones and therefore do not represent true
additional dynamical variables. It will be interesting to see whether it is possible to build
up a Galilean theory in which the metric and the fields Ai assume an intrinsic dynamical
content. This question will be dealt with in the following Sections.
5 Galilean limit of the relativistic mass-point theory
In order to understand the generality of the results so far obtained, it is profitable to make
recourse to the axiomatic formulation of the so-called Newtonian space-time structures and
to reconsider our formulation as a suitable non-relativistic limit of a Poincare´ invariant
theory. Axiomatic formulations of the possible geometries of Newtonian space-times has
been introduced by Havas [2], Trautman [4],Ku¨nzle [5],and Kucharˇ [6].
Following Ku¨nzle, we define:
• A Galilei structure over a four-dimensional manifold V is a pair (hµν , tν), where
hµν is a symmetric covariant tensor of rank 3 and tµ is a 1-form having the property
that is the generator of the kernel of hµν , ∀x ∈ V.
The triple (V; hµν , tν) is called a Galilei Manifold. A vector uµ is called a unit
time-like vector if uµtµ = 1, and a contravariant tensor is called space-like if it vanish
when contracted with tµ on any index.
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• A linear symmetric connection is called a Galilei connection ∇ if it is defined on
a Galilei manifold (V; hµν , tν) and satisfies
∇ρhµν = ∇ρtµ = 0 . (5.1)
It can be shown that such a connection exist if and only if tµ is a closed 1-form and
it is uniquely defined up to an arbitrary two-form χ according to:
Γαβγ =
u
Γαβγ +tβh
αρχργ + tγh
αρχρβ , (5.2)
where Γαβγ are the connection coefficients and
u
Γαβγ≡ hαρ
[
1
2
hβµhγνh
µν
,ρ + u
σ
,σhρ(βtγ)
]
− hρ(βhαρ,γ) − tβuα,γ) ; (5.3)
here uα (uαtα = 1) is an arbitrary given time-like unit vector field, and γαβ is the
associated covariant space metric defined by
γαβu
β = 0 and γαργ
ρβ = δβα − tαuβ . (5.4)
• A symmetric Galilei connection∇ is calledNewtonian, and the quadruple (V; hµν , tν ; Γ)
is called correspondingly a Newtonian Manifold, if the two-form χ in Eq.(5.2) is
closed.
• Newtonian manifolds in which tµ is also exact will be called Special Newtonian Man-
ifolds: the hypothesis that tµ be an exact one form implies the existence of a global
absolute time. The standard Newtonian connection is indeed obtained by choosing
χαβ = ϕ,αtβ − ϕ,βtα where ϕ is the Newton’s potential.
• Finally, the covariant space metric can be introduced by means of the relations:
hµνh
νρ = δρµ − tµuρ
hµνu
ν = 0 .
(5.5)
It is clear that the contravariant metric allows to assign lengths to space-like vectors
but no lengths whatsoever to time-like vectors. These being the premises, we have:
1) the field equations, i.e. Newton’s law of gravitation ∆ϕ = 4πGρ (ρ mass density),
can be rewritten as Rαβ = 4πGρtαtβ;
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2) the matter Lagrangian for a mass-point, in the given Newtonian space-time, is (see
Ref. [6]):
AM =
∫
dλLM(λ) ,
LM =
m
2
(
1
tρx′ρ
)
hµνx
′µx′ν −mϕ
(
tρx
′ρ) . (5.6)
Note that only within Special Newtonian Manifolds the first of Eqs.(5.6) can be rewrit-
ten in the form AM =
∫
dT L˜M(T ).
At this point, if our fields gij, Θ, Ai, A0 are supposed to be resident within a Special
Newtonian space-time, it is easy to make all the identifications which are relevant to our
formulation. In particular, in a convenient coordinate chart xµ = [t; xk] of the Special
Newtonian space time, we have:
ϕ = − 1
Θ2
(
A0 − 1
2
gijAiAj
)
tµ = [Θ(t);~0] = [T˙ ;~0] = t,µ u
µ =
1
Θ
[1;−gijAj]
hµν =
∣∣∣∣ 0 00 gij
∣∣∣∣ hµν = ∣∣∣∣ grsArAs AjAi gij
∣∣∣∣
[∇0]i0 = gij
[
∂Aj
∂t
− 1
Θ
∂Θ
∂t
Aj − ∂A0
∂xj
]
[∇0]00 =
1
Θ
dΘ
dt
[∇0]ik =
1
2
gij
[
Aj,k − Ak,j + ∂gjk
∂t
]
[∇0]0k = 0
[∇j]ik = Γijk [∇j]0k = 0 .
(5.7)
so that the Lagrangian (5.6) becomes:
LgM =
1
tρx′ρ
m
2
hµνx
′µx′ν −mϕtρx′ρ
=
m
Θt′
[
1
2
gijx
′ix′j + Aix
′it′ + A0t
′t′
]
,
(5.8)
which is precisely our Lagrangian (3.33) (see also Eqs.(4.12)).
We are now in a position to perform (see for example [14]) in a general way the non-
relativistic limit of the mass-point Lagrangian that is invariant with respect to the Poincare´
group gauged a´ la Utiyama. We have:
LRgM = −mc
√
−gµνx′µx′ν , (5.9)
where we we have assumed the (−1,+1,+1,+1) convention for the signature of the metric
gµν .
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In order to perform the limit, we must write the explicit dependence of the metric tensor
on c2 (c velocity of light). As shown by Dautcourt [7],Ehlers [8] and Ku¨nzle [17], the correct
parameterization to start with is:
gµν = −c2tµtν+
◦
gµν , (5.10)
and, for the inverse metric,
gµν = hµν − 1
c2
κµν . (5.11)
From the relation
gµνgνρ = δ
µ
ρ , (5.12)
we see that, at first order in 1/c2, the following identities are fulfilled:{
hµνtν = 0
hµν
◦
gνρ = δ
µ
ρ − tρκµνtν .
(5.13)
Therefore, in the limit c→ +∞, we must identify hµν with the Newtonian space metric
and tµtν with the Newtonian time metric.
All the objects of the standard (Special Newtonian Manifold tµ = t,µ) Newtonian theory
can then be reconstructed by the relations:
uµt,µ = 1
uν
0
gνρ = 2 ϕ t,ρ
hµν
0
gνρ = δ
µ
ρ − t,ρ κµν t,ν
hµν =
◦
gµν −2ϕ t,µt,ν
(5.14)
that give the expressions ϕ, uµ, hµν , hµν as functions of t,µ and
◦
gµν . The fields so defined
automatically fulfill all the conditions required for the underlying space-time to be a New-
tonian manifold. Within the coordinate chart used in Eqs.(5.7), it results
◦
gµν= hµν +
∣∣∣∣ 2ϕΘ2 00 0
∣∣∣∣ . (5.15)
By inserting the metric tensor (5.10) into the relativistic Lagrangian (5.9) and taking
into account Eqs.(5.14), the expansion in terms of c2 becomes:
L = c2
[
−mt,ν x′ν
]
+
[
1
t,ρx′ρ
m
2
hµνx
′µx′ν −m ϕ t,ρx′ρ
]
+O(1/c2) . (5.16)
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We see that the zeroth order part in c2, reproduces the matter Lagrangian (5.6), while
the coefficient of c2 (which in the adapted frame (5.7) becomes
[
−mdT
dt
dt
dλ
= −mΘ dt
dλ
]
) is,
within the standard picture, the central charge −mΘ of the extended Galilei Group (−m
if one chooses t = T ).
6 Searching for field equations
The expressions of the fields appearing in Eq.(4.12) are the generic-frame expressions of
external fields resident in a spatially flat Newtonian space. On the other hand, having in
mind the relations among the three-dimensional gauge fields that we have introduced and
the four-dimensional metric, as contained in Eqs.(5.7,5.10,5.14), it seems natural to look for
dynamical field equations in three dimensions by exploiting some limiting procedure over a
four-dimensional theory. Now, let us observe that the contraction c→∞ from the Poincare´
algebra to the extended Galilei algebra is a well defined procedure in the case of the single
mass-point that we have studied in the previous section, due to the fact that the action
is a Poincare´ invariant: it amounts indeed to a uniquely defined contraction on the scalar
representation. On the other hand, the field equations of motion do not transform like
a scalar representation and it is well known that contracting a non-trivial representation
is a delicate matter: a-priori, different contractions of the same equations could result.
Therefore taking into account the fact that the Galilean matter Lagrangian (5.6) is nothing
but the zeroth order term of the 1/c2 expansion (5.16) of the general relativistic mass-point
Lagrangian, we will build up the wanted Galilean variational problem by means of the
zeroth-order term of the 1/c2 expansion of the full four-dimensional Einstein-Hilbert action
for the gravitational field plus a single mass-point [18]:
S = SF + SM = c
3
16πG
∫
d4z
√
−4g 4R−mc
∫
dλ
√
−gµνx′µx′ν (6.1)
First of all, we shall restrict ourselves to globally hyperbolic space-time manifolds for
which a global 3+1 splitting exists. The associated action principle will be formulated by re-
expressing the Einstein-Hilbert Action (6.1) in the form given by Arnowitt-Deser-Misner
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[19] and De-Witt [20]. This is tantamount to assume the existence of an absolute-time
foliation of space-time (t = t(zµ)) and of a global coordinate system in which t,µ = (Θ(t),~0)
as in Eq.(5.6). In such a system, gµν must be of the form of Eq.(5.10) with tµ = t,µ and
the integration measure d4z can be rewritten as dtd3z.
Then, owing to Eqs.(5.7,5.10,5.14), we can put
gµν = −c2t,µt,ν+
◦
gµν
= −c2
∣∣∣∣Θ2 00 0
∣∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣∣ 2A0 AjAi gij
∣∣∣∣+ 1c2
∣∣∣∣ 2α0 αjαi γij
∣∣∣∣+ 1c4
∣∣∣∣ ... ...... βij
∣∣∣∣+O( 1c6 ) (6.2)
and
gµν =
∣∣∣∣ 0 00 gij
∣∣∣∣− 1c2Θ2
∣∣∣∣ 1 −gjkAk−gikAk gikgjl(γkl + AkAl)
∣∣∣∣− 1c4Θ4
∣∣∣∣A ...... ...
∣∣∣∣+O( 1c6 ) . (6.3)
While some terms of order c−4 do contribute to the zeroth order term we are interested
in, no term of order c−6 can survive the contraction, so that they will be ignored from
now on. Note that the parameterization (6.2) of gµν is the most general one which can
be locally connected to the flat Minkowski metric ηµν by means of a general coordinate
transformation. By relaxing this last restriction, i.e. allowing for Θ = Θ(t, z), one obtains
a parameterization of gµν , which needs also a Weyl transformation to be locally connected
with ηµν . This corresponds in some way to allow for a classical analogue of the dilaton degree
of freedom dynamically interacting with the other fields by paying the price of abandoning
the Galilean interpretation of Θ(t) given in the previous section. Yet, this additional
liberty allows for interesting results and will be exploited explicitly in the second paper of
the present series.
Following Arnowitt, Deser and Misner [19],we write the covariant and the contravariant
four-dimensional metric in the form:
4gµν =
∣∣∣∣∣−N2 + 3g
ij
NiNj Nj
Ni
3gij
∣∣∣∣∣
4gµν =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
− 1
N2
3g
jk
Nk
N2
3g
il
N l
N2
3g
ij − 3g
il
Nl
3g
jk
Nk
N2
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ ,
(6.4)
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where 3gij
3g
jk
= δki . Then, neglecting surface terms, the action (6.1) can be written:
S = c
3
16πG
∫
dtd3z
√
3gN
[
3R + 3g
ik 3g
jl
(KijKkl −KikKjl)
]
+mc
∫
dλ
√
(N2 − 3gijNiNj)t′t′ −Nix′it′ − 3gijx′ix′j ,
(6.5)
where: 
3g = det 3gij
3Γkij =
3g
kl1
2
(3gil,j +
3gjl,i − 3gij,l)
3Rij =
3Γkik,j − 3Γkij,k + 3Γkil3Γljk − 3Γkij3Γllk
3R = 3g
ij 3Rij
Kij =
1
2N
(
3∇iNj + 3∇jNi −
∂3gij
∂t
)
(extrinsic curvature) ,
(6.6)
having denoted by 3∇ the covariant three-space derivative with respect to the Christoffel
connection of 3gij In terms of the notation we have previously introduced for the expansion
of the covariant four-dimensional metric, we have
.
3gij ≡ gij +
1
c2
γij +
1
c4
βij +O(
1
c6
)
3R ≡ R + 1
c2
R1(gij, γij) +
1
c4
R2(gij, γij, βij) +O(
1
c6
)
Ni ≡ Ai + 1
c2
αi +
1
c4
βi +O(
1
c6
)
N2 ≡ c2Θ2 − 2A+ 2
c2
[
α0 − gijαiAj − 1
2
γrsg
rigsjAiAj
]
+O(
1
c4
)
NKij ≡ 3Bij = Bij + 1
c2
B(1)ij +O(
1
c4
) ,
(6.7)
where we have defined:
A = A0 − 12gijAiAj
Bij =
1
2
[3∇iAj + 3∇jAi − ∂gij∂t ]
B(1)ij =
1
2
[3∇iαj + 3∇jαi − ∂γij∂t −Akgkl(3∇jγil + 3∇iγlj − 3∇lγij)] .
(6.8)
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Then, inserting eqs.(6.6-6.8) into eq.(6.5), it follows:
S = SF + SM =
= c4
{
1
16πG
∫
dtd3z
√
gΘR
}
+c2
{
1
16πG
∫
dtd3z
√
g
[
ΘR1 +
Θ
2
gijγijR− A
Θ
R +Θgikgjl(BijBkl −BikBjl)
]
−m
∫
dλΘt′
}
+
{
1
16πG
∫
dtd3z
√
g
[
ΘR2 +
1
2
gijγijΘR1 +
1
2
gijβijΘR
− 1
2
Θ
(
gikgjl − 1
2
gijgkl
)
γijγklR − A
Θ
R1
− 1
Θ
(
α0 − gijAiαj + 1
2
Agijγij +
1
2
γijg
ilgjmAlAm
)
R − A
2
2Θ3
R
+
2
Θ
gikgjl(BijB
(1)
kl − BikB(1)jl )−
2
Θ
gikgjrγrsg
sl(BijBkl −BikBjl)
+
A
Θ3
gikgjl(BijBkl −BikBjl)
]
+m
∫
dλ
m
Θt′
[
1
2
gij(x
′i + gikAkt
′)(x′i + gikAkt
′) + A0t
′t′
]}
+O(1/c2) ,
(6.9)
so that the zeroth-order term, identified as the total Action S˜, is:
S˜ = 1
16πG
∫
dtd3z
√
g
[
ΘR2 +
1
2
gijγijΘR1 +
1
2
gijβijΘR
− 1
2
Θ
(
gikgjl − 1
2
gijgkl
)
γijγklR− A
Θ
R1
− 1
Θ
(
α0 − gijAiαj + 1
2
Agijγij +
1
2
γijg
ilgjmAlAm
)
R− A
2
2Θ3
R
+
2
Θ
gikgjl(BijB
(1)
kl −BikB(1)jl )−
2
Θ
gikgjrγrsg
sl(BijBkl − BikBjl)
+
A
Θ3
gikgjl(BijBkl − BikBjl)
]
+m
∫
dλ
m
Θt′
[
1
2
gij(x
′i + gikAkt
′)(x′i + gikAkt
′) + A0t
′t′
]
.
(6.10)
We see that 27 fields survive the contraction, namely Θ, A, Ai, gij, α0, αi, γij, βij , where A
has been used as independent variable instead of A0; on the other hand β0 and βi disappear
at this order.
Let us now look for the invariance of the Action. In section 3 we have shown that,
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provided we assume the transformation properties (3.43, the matter part of the Action
(6.10) is invariant under the gauged Galilei transformation). Now, in order to formulate
the local Galilei invariance for the action (6.10), appropriate gauge transformations for the
fields γij, βij, αi and α0 must be postulated. The correct choice is
δγij = −∂η˜
k(x, t)
∂xi
γkj − ∂η˜
k(x, t)
∂xi
γkj
δα0 = 2ε˙α0 − αi∂η˜
i
∂t
δαi = ε˙αi − αj ∂η˜
j
∂xi
− γij ∂η˜
j
∂t
,
(6.11)
and, indeed, by direct calculation it turns out the the total variation of the Action (6.10)
under the transformation δ defined by (3.7), (3.43) and (6.11) is given by:
δS˜ =
∫
dtd3z
{
ε˙L˜+ΘELA
(
∂F
∂t
− Argrs∂F
∂zs
)
+ΘELAi
∂F
∂zi
+
1
8πG
∂
∂zi
(√
gA
Θ2
[Bij − (TrB)gij]∂F
∂zj
)}
.
(6.12)
As a matter of fact, this result means that a quasi-invariance of the Galilean total Action
(6.10holds, neglecting surface terms, modulo the Euler-Lagrange equations for the fields Ai
(ELAi) and A (ELA) that are given by:
ELA = δS˜
δA
ELAi =
δS˜
δAi
− ∂
∂zk
δS˜
δ∂kAi
(6.13)
Let us remark that this peculiarity is precisely what it should be expected in the case of a
variational principle corresponding to a singular Lagrangian.
By analogy to the free mass-point case, the terms c4... + c2... of eqs.(6.9) could be
rewritten as c2(M + c2N ) where M + c2N ought to be interpreted as the central charge
of the asymptotic Galilei group. To avoid an infinite central-charge, the theory should, in
some sense, provide the condition N = 0 automatically. The discussion of the asymptotic
Galilei group will be dealt with in a separate paper. This analysis will require taking
into account the 1/c2 expansion of the neglected surface terms, as they are needed in the
evaluation of the asymptotic Poincare´ group in the case of asymptotically-flat space-times
(see for example ref.[23]).
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7 Galilean Covariant Formulations of Newtonian
Gravity
7.1 The Newtonian Theory in Arbitrary Reference Frames
In Section 4 it was shown that the field Θ(t) has no real dynamical content since its
effect amounts only to a redefinition of the evolution parameter t in the expression T (t) =∫ t
0 dτΘ(τ) . It is easy to show that this fact is still true for its role within the total Action
(6.10). Indeed, if we redefine the fields A0, Ai, α0 and αi as follows (see eq.(4.4); from now
on 3∇ will be replace by ∇),
A˜0 ≡ A0
Θ2
; A˜ ≡ A
Θ2
A˜i ≡ Ai
Θ
α˜0 ≡ α0
Θ2
; α˜i ≡ αi
Θ
B˜ij ≡ Bij
Θ
=
1
2
[
∇iA˜j +∇jA˜i − ∂gij
∂T
]
B˜(1)ij ≡
B(1)ij
Θ
=
1
2
[
∇iα˜j +∇jα˜i − ∂γij
∂T
− A˜kgkl(∇iγjl +∇jγil −∇lγij)
]
,
(7.1)
the Action (6.10) becomes:
S˜ = ∫ dTd3zL˜
=
1
16πG
∫
dTd3z
[
R˜2 − A˜R˜1
−√gR
(
−A˜
2
2
+ α˜0 − gijA˜iα˜j + 1
2
A˜gijγij +
1
2
γijg
ilgjmA˜lA˜m
)
+ 2gikgjl(B˜ijB˜
(1)
kl − B˜ikB˜(1)jl )− 2gikgjrγrsgsl(B˜ijB˜kl − B˜ikB˜jl)
+A˜gikgjl(B˜ijB˜kl − B˜ikB˜jl)
]
+m
∫
dTdz
[
1
2
gij(
dxi
dT
+ gikA˜k)(
dxi
dT
+ gikA˜k) + A˜
]
δ3[z − x(T )] ,
(7.2)
where, for future convenience, we have introduced the notations
R˜1(g, γ) =
√
gR1(g, γ) +
1
2
gijγij
√
gR
R˜2(g, γ, β) =
√
gR2(g, γ, β) +
1
2
gijγijR1
+
1
2
√
gR
[
gijβij − (gikgjl − 1
2
gijgkl)γijγkl
]
.
(7.3)
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It is then seen that the Action (7.2) is independent of Θ(t).
For future reference we give here the explicit expressions of the quantities R˜1 and R˜2.
They are:
R˜1(g, γ) =
√
g
[
−
(
Rij − 1
2
gijR
)
γij +
(
gikgjl − gijgkl
)
∇k∇lγij
]
R˜2(g, γ, β) =
√
g
[
−
(
Rij − 1
2
gijR
)
βij +
(
gikgjl − gijgkl
)
∇k∇lβij
]
+
√
g
2
gabγab
[
−
(
Rij − 1
2
gijR
)
γij +
(
gikgjl − gijgkl
)
∇k∇lγij
]
+
√
ggabγibγjb
(
Rij − 1
2
gijR
)
+
√
ggabgrigjsγrs [∇a∇bγij +∇i∇iγab −∇a∇iγjb −∇i∇aγbj]
+
√
ggabgijgrs
[
∇rγij∇aγsb − 1
4
∇rγij∇sγab + 3
4
∇rγia∇sγjb
−1
2
∇rγia∇jγsb −∇rγis∇aγjb
]
;
(7.4)
We shall deal now with the problem of investigating the true dynamical degrees of
freedom of the theory by means of a constraint analysis within the Hamiltonian formalism.
The canonical momenta [f˙ = ∂f
∂T
] are defined by:
πij =
δS˜
δg˙ij
=
−√g
16πG
[
(gikgjl − gijgkl)− (gimγmngnkgjl + gikgjmγmngnl
− gimγmngnjgkl − gijgkmγmngnl)
]
B˜(1)kl
+
−√gA˜
16πG
(gikgjl − gijgkl)B˜kl
πijγ =
δS˜
δγ˙ij
=
−√g
16πG
(gikgjl − gijgkl)B˜kl
pi =
δS˜
δx˙i
= gij(
dxi
dT
+ gikA˜k)δ
3[z − x(T )] ,
(7.5)
and 
πA =
δS˜
δ ˙˜A
= 0 πα0 =
δS˜
δ ˙˜α0
= 0 πijβ =
δS˜
δβ˙ij
= 0
πi =
δS˜
δ ˙˜Ai
= 0 πiα =
δS˜
δ ˙˜αi
= 0 .
(7.6)
Since the Lagrangian L˜ is independent of the corresponding velocities, the latter momenta
define in fact 14 primary constraints.
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The Dirac Hamiltonian density is given by:
H˜d =
1
16πG
{
A˜R˜1 − R˜2 +√gR
(
A˜2
2
+ α˜0 − gijA˜iα˜j + 1
2
γijg
irgjsA˜rA˜s
)}
+
32πG√
g
(
gikgjl − 1
2
gijgkl
)
πijγ π
kl − 16πGA˜√
g
(
gikgjl − 1
2
gijgkl
)
πijγ π
kl
γ
+
32πG√
g
(
gikγjl − 1
2
gijγkl
)
πijγ π
kl
γ
+
(
1
2m
gijpipj −mA˜
)
δ3[z − x(T )]
−[α˜k − A˜igijγjk]Φ˜k − A˜igijφ˜k
+λAπA + λ
α0πα0 + λiπ
i + λαi π
i
α + λ
β
ijπ
ij
β ,
(7.7)
where we have introduced ad hoc notations for the following important quantities φ˜k = 2gij∇kπ
kl + pkδ
3[z − x(T )] + 2∇r[πrsγ γsk]− πrsγ ∇kγrs
Φ˜k = ∇lπklγ .
(7.8)
We will apply now the Dirac-Bergmann procedure. By imposing time-conservation of the
primary constraints, we obtain the 14 secondary (not all independent) ones:
π˙α0 = −
1
16πG
√
gR ≃ 0
π˙ijβ = = −
1
16πG
[
Rij − 1
2
gijR
]
≃ 0 .
π˙A = − R˜1
16πG
+mδ3[z − x(T )]−
√
gA˜
16πG
R +
16πG√
g
(gikgjl − 1
2
gijgkl)π
ij
γ π
rs
γ ≃ 0
π˙i = gikφ˜k +
√
g
16πG
R
(
gikα˜k − gikγklglmA˜m
)
≃ 0
π˙iα = Φ˜
k +
√
g
16πG
RgklA˜l ≃ 0 .
(7.9)
An equivalent, more expressive, set of 10 secondary constraints is:
χα0 ≡ √gR ≃ 0
χijR ≡ √gRij − 13
√
gR ≃ 0
χ1 ≡ − 1
16πG
R˜1 +mδ
3[z − x(T )] + 16πG√
g
(gikgjl − 1
2
gijgkl)π
ij
γ π
rs
γ ≃ 0
φ˜k ≃ 0
Φ˜k ≃ 0 .
(7.10)
By imposing time-conservation of the secondary constraints, we obtain the tertiary con-
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straints in the form :
χ˙α0 ≃ 0
χ˙ijR ≃ −16πG
√
g
[
1
2
∇i∇j
(
πγ√
g
)
+∆
(
πijγ√
g
)
− 1
2
gij∆
(
πγ√
g
)]
≃ 0
χ˙1 ≃ √ggklgrs∇k∇lγrs − (16πG)
2
2
√
g
grsπ
rs
γ (gikgjl −
1
2
gijgkl)π
ij
γ π
kl
γ ≃ 0
˙˜φk ≃ 0
˙˜Φ
k
≃ 0 ,
(7.11)
where ∆ is the three-dimensional Laplace operator (∆ = ∇k∇k). In this way we get
seven (not independent) tertiary constraints. Note in this connection that, because of the
constraint Rij ≃ 0, the covariant derivatives commute on the constraint’s surface. Also,
recall finally that all the fields’ momenta are tensor densities of weight +1.
At this point, it is expedient to introduced the well-known transverse-traceless-decompo-
sition of symmetric tensors, which, due to the secondary constraint χijR ≃ 0, can now be
referred to the globally flat metric (on the constraints surface) gij. Specifically:
πij = πijTT +
1
2
[gijπT −∆−1∇i∇jπT ] +∇iπjL +∇jπiL
γij = γ
TT
ij +
1
2
[
gijγ
T −∆−1∇i∇jγT
]
+∇iγLj +∇jγLi
πijγ = π
ij
γTT +
1
2
[gijπγT −∆−1∇i∇jπγT ] +∇iπjγL +∇jπiγL
βij = β
TT
ij +
1
2
[
gijβ
T −∆−1∇i∇jβT
]
+∇iβLj +∇jβLi
πijβ = π
ij
βTT +
1
2
[gijπβT −∆−1∇i∇jπβT ] +∇iπjβL +∇jπiβL
λβij = λ
βTT
ij +
1
2
[
gijλ
βT −∆−1∇i∇jλβT
]
+∇iλβLj +∇jλβLi ,
(7.12)
where gijγTTij = ∇iγTTai = 0, gijβTTij = ∇iβTTai = 0 and gijπijTT = ∇iπaiTT = 0, gijπijγTT =
∇iπaiγTT = 0, gijπijβTT = ∇iπaiβTT = 0. In terms of these quantities, it can be seen that the
chain that starts from the primary constraint πijβ ≃ 0 gets contributions only from the TT
part, πijβTT . Consistently, the longitudinal and trace parts, π
i
βL and πβT , do not generate
any chain.
At this stage of the procedure, the constraints Φ˜k ≃ 0, χ˙ijR ≃ 0 can be rewritten as: Φ˜
k = ∇k∇iπiγL +∆πkγL
χ˙ijR = 16πG
[
∆πijγTT +∆ · (∇iπjγL +∇jπiγL) + gij∆ · ∇kπkγL +∇i∇j∇kπkγL
]
.
(7.13)
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It is then apparent from these expressions that, provided that the asymptotic boundary
conditions are such as to allow the inference ∆f = 0 =⇒ f = 0, a condition that is also
necessary to the inversion of the transverse-traceless decomposition, the constraints χ˙ijR and
Φ˜k are equivalent to: {
πijγTT ≃ 0 ,
πiγL ≃ 0 .
(7.14)
Therefore we have in fact only three independent tertiary constraints, namely χ˙1 ≃ 0 and
the two independent components of the first line of eqs.(7.14).
Using these conditions for reexpressing the constraints χ1 ≃ 0 and χ˙1 ≃ 0 in terms of
the transverse traceless variables, we obtain:
χ1 =
√
g
16πG
∆γT +mδ3[z − x(t)]
+
16πG√
g
1
4
[
(πγT )
2 − (∆(−1)∇i∇jπγT ) · (∆(−1)∇i∇jπγT )
]
≃ 0 ,
χ˙1 = −πγT · (∆ · ∇kγLk ) +
[
1
2
∇i∇jγT − (∇i∇j∇kγLk )
]
· (∆(−1)∇i∇jπγT )
−16πG√
g
πγT
8
[
(πγT )
2 − (∆(−1)∇i∇jπγT ) · (∆(−1)∇i∇jπγT )
]
≃ 0 .
(7.15)
At this stage we have the following situation: i) πβT ≃ 0, πiβL ≃ 0 do not generate secondary
constraints; ii) πα0 ≃ 0 generate the secondary χα0 ≃ 0 and no tertiary; iii) πiα ≃ 0 generate
the secondaries Φ˜i ≃ 0, i.e. πiγL ≃ 0 and no tertiary; iv) πi ≃ 0 generate the secondaries
φ˜i ≃ 0 and no tertiary; v) πA ≃ 0 generates the secondary χ1 ≃ 0 and then the tertiary
χ˙1 ≃ 0; vi) πijβTT ≃ 0 (only two independent constraints) generate χijR ≃ 0 (only two
independent constraints due to the Bianchi identities) and then the two tertiaries χ˙ijR ≃ 0.
We have only to find the quaternary constraints generated by the time derivatives of
the tertiary constraints χ˙1 ≃ 0 and χ˙ijR ≃ 0. While χ¨1 ≃ 0 is given in appendix A, we have:
χ¨ijR =
√
g
2 · 16πG ∆∆γ
TT
ij +
16πG
2
√
g
[∇rπγT∇sπγT
−∇r∇s∇i∇j∆(−1)πγT∇i∇j∆(−1)πγT
+ 1
2
∇i∇r∆(−1)πγT∇i∇sπγT + 12∇i∇s∆(−1)πγT∇i∇rπγT
−1
2
∇r∇s∆(−1)πγT∆πγT + 12∇r∇sπγT
]
≃ 0 .
(7.16)
Before ending the discussion of these chains of constraints, let us remark that the relevant
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sector of solutions of eqs.(7.15) is πγT ≃ 0√g∆γT ≃ −16πGmδ3[z − x(t)] . (7.17)
Using eqs.(7.17) inside eqs.(7.16), we get χ¨ijR ≃
√
g
2·16piG g
irgjs∆∆γTTrs ≃ 0, which implies
γTTrs ≃ 0. By using eqs.(7.17) and γTTrs ≃ 0 in χ¨1 (see Appendix A), we obtain
χ¨1 ≃
√
g
16πG
[(
∆γT − 2∆ · ∇kγLk
)
gij + 2∇i∇j∇kγLk
]
·
· ∇i∇j
(
A˜− 1
4
γT
)
,
(7.18)
which implies A˜− 1
4
γT ≃ 0 as a relevant solution. Therefore we get in the end
∆A˜ ≃ −4πGmδ3[z − x(t)] , (7.19)
i.e. the Poisson equation in a three-dimensional general covariant form. This means that
χ¨1 ≃ 0 is the equation which replaces the Poisson equation in an arbitrary-absolute time
respecting frame; the important result just obtained is that, provided that the Newton
potential A0 = −ϕ, seen by the Galilean observers, is replaced by the effective potential
A˜ = A0
Θ2
− 1
2
gijAiAj
Θ2
, then we get the Poisson equation for A˜ as the most relevant solution
(see Eq. 4.15) in every allowed reference frame.
Some words should be spent about the “invariance” of Eq.(7.19). Since we have shown
in Eq.(6.12) that the Action is quasi-invariant modulo the equation of motion, one could
expect that Eq.(7.19) be invariant under all the local Galilei transformations, just as all
other equations are. Yet, this is not true because Eq.(6.12) is not invariant under local
Galilei boosts because it gets contributions from the cocycle term. This does not invali-
dated the invariance of the theory, however. Indeed, since the Action is quasi-invariant
modulo equations of motion, there is anyway a conserved charge associated to the boosts
[22]. Therefore, the full invariance of Poisson equation should be accounted for by the
transformations generated by these conserved charge.
Finally, time conservation of the quaternary constraints gives the quinquenary con-
straints. One of these latter, precisely that following from the χ1 chain, fixes the multiplier
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λA. On the other hand, the chain originated by χ
rs
R continues along three more time deriva-
tions. To avoid cumbersome expression, we give the simplified forms of the leading terms
for the previous relevant sector; using all the constraints already worked out, it follows:
(3)
χ 1 =
d3
dT 3
χ1 ≃
√
g
16πG
[(
∆γT − 2∆ · ∇kγLk
)
gij + 2∇i∇j∇kγLk
]
· ∇i∇jλA + .... ≃ 0
(3)
χR
rs =
d3
dT 3
χrsR ≃ ∆∆πrsTT ≃ 0
(4)
χR
rs =
d4
dT 4
χrsR ≃
√
ggrigsj
16πG
∆∆∆βTTij + .... ≃ 0
(5)
χR
rs =
d5
dT 5
χrsR ≃
√
ggrigsj
16πG
∆∆∆λβTTij + .... ≃ 0 ,
(7.20)
The last one ends the chain and fixes the transverse-traceless part λβTTij of themultipliers
λijβ .
Therefore, since λA is determined from eq.(7.20, the chain of πA ≃ 0 contains two pairs of
second class constraints (πA,χ¨1), (χ1,χ˙1) ). On the other hand, each of the two independents
chains of πijβTT ≃ 0 contains three pairs of second class constraints (πijβTT ,
(4)
χR
rs), (χrsR ,
(3)
χR
rs),
(χ˙rsR ,χ¨
rs
R ), since the sixth time derivative of these primary constraints determine the two
independent Dirac multipliers λβTTij .
In conclusion there are 18 first-class constraints and 16 second-class constraints. While
the variables A˜,γT ,βTTij , γ
TT
ij and two components of gij are determined by half of the
second-class constraints (the other half determines their canonical momenta), the variables
A˜i, 3 of the gij, α˜i, γ
L
i , α˜0, πT (conjugated to one of the gij), β
L
i , β
T are gauge variables
(their conjugated variables are determined by the first-class constraints); correspondingly,
the eleven Dirac multipliers λi, λ
α0 , λαi , λ
βT , λβLi remain arbitrary.
Thus, apart from the particle degrees of freedom, no physical field degrees of freedom
survive, as indeed it should be, and the role of the Newton potential is taken by A˜, which
satisfies a Poisson equation in the most relevant sector of solutions. It would be interesting
to see whether unconventional sectors are allowed corresponding to more general solutions
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for the gravitational potential2.
The logical connections of the various constraints involved is described in Fig.1, which
summarizes what is being fixed by each chains.
We can conclude this section by noting that, in force of eqs.(7.10) and (7.11), the
condition for the finiteness of the central-charge term is indeed satisfied, and that N = 0
holds. It remains an open task that of performing the 1/c2 expansion of the neglected
surface term. It is likely that clarifying this issue will be relevant also to the understanding
of the role of the cocycle contribution to the local Galilei transformations of the Poisson
equation.
7.2 The Newtonian Theory in Galilean Reference Frames
Starting from the general scheme of the 27-fields theory it is now interesting to see that, by
confining to a post-Newtonian like [21] parameterization for the four-dimensional covariant
metric tensor, defined by Θ = 1, gij = δij, Ai = 0 and A = −ϕ (i.e. the fields as seen by
the Galilean observers: see Eq.(4.8)), one obtains the maximum of similarity to Newton’s
theory, i.e. a non-generally covariant formulation which is valid only in Galilean reference
frame connected by global Galilei transformations. It should be clear, however, that in this
way we are dealing in fact with a different variational problem with respect to the previous
one. Putting
4gµν =
∣∣∣∣∣−c
2 − 2ϕ+ 2α0
c2
αi
c2
αi
c2
δij +
γij
c2
+
βij
c4
∣∣∣∣∣ , (7.21)
the explicit expressions of the quantities R1 and R2 defined in Eq.(6.7) become:
R1 = δ
ijδrs[γir,sj − γij,rs]
R2 = γlmδ
lrδmsδij[γij,rs + γrs,ij − 2γir,sj]
+δlmδrsδij[γrs,lγmi,j − 14γij,lγrs,m − γli,jγmr,s
+ 3
4
γir,lγjs,m − 12γir,lγjm,s]
+δijδrs[βir,sj − βij,rs] ,
(7.22)
2 This could possibly be of some interest in connection with the debate about the so-called fifth force
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corresponding gauge variablesFirst class constraints
πβT ≃ 0 END✲
✎
✍
☞
✌ β
T
πiβL ≃ 0 END✲
✎
✍
☞
✌ β
L
i
πα0 ≃ 0
√
gR ≃ 0 END✲ ✲
✎
✍
☞
✌ α˜0 and πT
πiα ≃ 0 πiγL ≃ 0 END✲ ✲
✎
✍
☞
✌ α˜i and γ
L
i
πi ≃ 0 φ˜i ≃ 0 END✲ ✲
✎
✍
☞
✌ A˜i and 3-gij
Second class constraints
πA ≃ 0 χ1 ≃ 0 χ˙1 ≃ 0✲ ✲ ✲
❄
πijβTT ≃ 0 χR ≃ 0 χ˙R ≃ 0✲ ✲ ✲
❄
✛
❄
✛
❄
Multipliers Equations
✲ χ¨1 ≃ 0 ✲ λA ≃ ...
✲ χ¨rsR ≃ 0 (3)χRrs ≃ 0
(4)
χR
rs ≃ 0 λβTTij ≃ ..✲ ✲ ✲
Figure 1: What is being fixed by the constraints’ chains for the 27-fields theory.
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and the total action S˜ (6.10) results:
S˜ ≡ 1
16piG
∫
dtd3zLf +m
∫
dtd3zLmδ3[z − x(t)]
= 1
16piG
∫
dtd3z
[
(ϕ+ 1
2
δijγij)R1 +R2
]
+m
∫
dtd3z
[
1
2
δijx˙
ix˙j − ϕ
]
δ3[z − x(t)] .
(7.23)
It is seen that the matter Lagrangian Lm has precisely the form which is to be expected
for a Galilean observer if Eq.(4.8) are inserted in Eq.(4.1). Therefore (t, z) define a system
of coordinates for a Galilean reference frame.
Note that:
(1) α0 and αi do not appear in the lagrangian Lf ;
(2) Lf depends on βij in a pure additive way through the term δijδrs[βir,sj − βij,rs] (see
Eqs.(7.22)), which is again a surface term; moreover βij is not coupled to the other fields.
We can put accordingly α0 = αi = βij = 0 without altering the dynamics of this theory
which indeed depends now on ϕ and γij only.
Let us note, moreover, that the c4-order term in the expansion (6.9) is automatically
zero in this case, while the c2-order term becomes:
1
16πG
∫
dtd3z
[
R1 − 16πGmδ3[z − x(t)]
]
. (7.24)
The resulting Lagrangian is:
L = 1
16πG
[
(ϕ+
1
2
δijγij)R1 +R
′
2
]
+m
[
1
2
δij x˙
ix˙j − ϕ
]
δ3[z − x(t)] , (7.25)
where R′2 = R2|βij=0, does not depend on the velocities ϕ˙ and γ˙ij, so that all the field-
momenta play the role of primary constraints.
The Hamiltonian formulation is defined by:
πϕ = 0
πrsγ = 0
pk = mδklx˙
l
Hc =
1
16piG
∫
d3z
[
−(ϕ+ 1
2
δijγij)R1 − R′2
]
+
∫
d3z
[
1
2m
δijpipj +mϕ
]
δ3[z − x(t)] ,
(7.26)
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so that we have the 7 primary constraints:{
πϕ ≃ 0
πrsγ ≃ 0 . (7.27)
The Dirac Hamiltonian is:
Hd = Hc +
∫
d3z
[
λϕ(z, t)πϕ + λ
γ
rs(z, t)π
rs
γ
]
, (7.28)
where the λ’s are the Dirac multipliers. Time-conservation of these constraints generate
the 7 secondary constraints:
χϕ(z, t) ≡ π˙ϕ(z, t) = {πϕ(z, t), Hd} = 1
16πG
R1 −mδ3[z − x(t)] ≃ 0
χijγ (z, t) ≡ π˙ijγ (z, t) = {πijγ (z, t), Hd}
=
1
16πG
{
1
2
[δirδjs − 1
2
δijδrs]δab[γab,rs + γrs,ab − γar,sb − γas,rb]
+ [δirδjs − δijδrs]∂r∂sϕ
}
≃ 0 ,
(7.29)
while their time conservation gives the following condition on λγij and λ
ϕ:
ψϕ(z, t) ≡ χ˙ϕ(z, t) = {χϕ(z, t), Hd}
= 1
16piG
δijδrs[λγir,sj − λγij,rs] + pkδkl∂lδ3[z − x(t)] ≃ 0
ψijγ (z, t) ≡ χ˙ijγ (z, t) = {χijγ (z, t), Hd}
=
1
16πG
{
1
2
[δirδjs − 1
2
δijδrs]δab[λγab,rs + λ
γ
rs,ab − λγar,sb − λγas,rb]
+ [δirδjs − δijδrs]∂r∂sλϕ
}
≃ 0 .
(7.30)
The secondary constraints are just the Euler-Lagrange field equations. Let us remark that
the constraint χϕ ≃ 0 is just the expected condition for the vanishing of the c2 term (7.24)
(in the Lagrangian description this term vanishes because of the Euler-Lagrange equation
for ϕ). On the other hand, the mass-point equations are
p˙k = {pk, Hd[T ]} = −m∂kϕ , (7.31)
i.e. the standard Newton’s equations with potential ϕ. Finally, evaluating R1 from the
contraction δijχ
ij
γ ≃ 0 and by substituting it in the constraint χϕ ≃ 0, we obtain the
classical Poisson equation for the potential ϕ(z, t), i.e.:
δij∂i∂jϕ(z, t) = 4πGmδ
3[z − x(t)] . (7.32)
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Let us remark that, if we put an inhomogeneous solution of eq.(7.32) into eq.(7.31), one
should get the motion of the particle under the usual field reaction; this gives rise to
problems of self-energy similar to those of, e.g., the special relativistic electromagnetic
case.
In spite of what could appear from Eqs.(7.30), not all the 7 secondary constraints are
independent: as a matter of fact only four of them are independent and, correspondingly,
only four multipliers are determined by eqs.(7.30). In order to see this explicitly, let us
complete the constraint analysis of the theory. First of all, we note that three combination
of the primary constraints, given by
Πk = ∂lπ
kl
γ , (7.33)
are first class. This can be easily checked thanks to the fact that the following six relations
∂lχ
kl
γ ≡ 0
∂lψ
kl
γ ≡ 0 . (7.34)
hold identically. Consequently, one has to expect that three of the γij and three of the λ
γ
ij
are free quantities. In order to evidentiate explicitly the multipliers and the fields that are
determined by the constraints, it is profitable again to parameterize γij and λ
γ
ij in terms of
the transverse-traceless decomposition of symmetric tensors, as:
γij = ζ
TT
ij +
1
2
[
δijζ
T −∆−1ζT,ij
]
+ ζi,j + ζj,i
λγij = λ
γTT
ij +
1
2
[
δijλ
γT −∆−1λγT,ij
]
+ λγi,j + λ
γ
j,i ,
(7.35)
where δijζTTij = δ
ijζTTai,j = 0 and δ
ijλγTTij = δ
ijλγTTai,j = 0. In terms of these quantities, the
secondary and tertiary constraints (Eqs.(7.29) and (7.30)) become: χϕ ≃ 0 ⇒ ∆ζ
T + 16πGmδ3[z − x(t)] ≃ 0
χijγ ≃ 0 ⇒ [δirδjs − δijδrs]∂r∂s[ϕ− 14ζT ] + δirδjsδlmζTTij,lm ≃ 0 ,
(7.36)
 ψϕ ≃ 0 ⇒ ∆λ
γT − 16πGpkδkl∂lδ3[z − x(t)] ≃ 0
ψijγ ≃ 0 ⇒ [δirδjs − δijδrs]∂r∂s[λϕ − 14λγT ] + δirδjsδlmλγTTij,lm ≃ 0 ,
(7.37)
respectively. The transverse-traceless decomposition shows that the equations χijγ ≃ 0
cannot be solved for the fields ζi and the multipliers λ
γ
i . In particular, as to the multipliers,
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we can solve only for:
λϕ = λϕ[z; pk, x
k]
λγT = λγT [z; pk, x
k]
λγTTij = λ
γTT
ij [z; pk, x
k] ,
(7.38)
where asymptotic boundary conditions for the λ’s allowing for the inference ∆f = 0 =⇒
f = 0 have been assumed. Substituting these expressions for the multipliers, the Dirac
Hamiltonian becomes:
Hd = Hc +
∫
d3z
[
λϕ[z; pk, x
k]πϕ + λ
γTT
ij [z; pk, x
k]πijγ
+
1
2
(
δijλ
γT [z; pk, x
k]− 1∇2λ
γT
,ij [z; pk, x
k]
)
πijγ
−2λγi ∂jπijγ
]
,
(7.39)
an expression which shows that the undetermined multipliers λγi are associated to the first
class constraints Πk, as it must be.
As a consequence, the variational problem must be independent of the quantities ζi of
Eqs.(7.35). In fact, in terms of the transverse-traceless quantities, we have:
R1 = −∆ζT
R′2 =
3
8
ζT∆ζT − 1
4
δijδrsδlmζTTir,l ζ
TT
js,m + δ
ijζi,j∆ζ
T +
∂F k[ζTTij , ζ
T , ζi]
∂zk
F k = 3
8
δkiζT ζT,i − 516δklδijζT,i (∆−1ζT ),jl + 116δklδijδrs(∆−1ζT ),ir(∆−1ζT ),jsl
−1
2
δklδijδrsζTTir ζ
TT
jl,s + δ
klδijδrsζTTir ζ
TT
js,l − 14δklδijδrs(∆−1ζT ),irζTTjl,s
−1
2
δklδijδrs(∆−1ζT ),iζTTjl,rs +
1
2
δklδijζT,i ζ
TT
jl + δ
klδijζT,l ζi,j
+1
2
δklδijζT,i ζl,j +
1
2
δklδijζT,i ζj,l − δklδijδrsζi,rζTTjl,s
−δklδijδrsζr,iζTTjl,s + δklδijδrsζi,rζTTjs,l + δklδijδrsζr,iζTTjs,l
+δklδijδrsζTTil,r ζj,s + δ
klδijδrsζi,rζj,sl − δklδijδrsζi,rsζj,l
−1
2
δklδijδrs(∆−1ζT ),irζl,js + 12δ
klδijδrs(∆−1ζT ),ilζr,js .
(7.40)
Thus, neglecting the total divergence F k, and thanks to suitable cancellations, the varia-
tional problem for a Galilean observer, can be reformulated, as an effective theory, only in
terms of ζT and ζTTij , in the form:
S = 1
16piG
∫
dtd3z
[
−ϕ∆ζT − 1
8
ζT∆ζT − 1
4
δijδrsδlmζTTir,l ζ
TT
js,m
]
+m
∫
dtd3z
[
1
2
δij x˙
ix˙j − ϕ
]
δ3[z − x(t)] .
(7.41)
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Let us remark that in eq.(7.41) the term depending on ζTTij is decoupled from the other de-
grees of freedom. Therefore, in order to get a variational principle for the Poisson equation,
only the auxiliary, non propagating, variable ζT is needed.
This theory turns out to be quasi-invariant under the global infinitesimal transforma-
tions, which constitute the kinematical group of the Galilean reference frames (2.3), as it
should be, provided that ϕ is a scalar field and γij is a covariant space 2-tensor, i.e.{
δϕ = 0
δγij = −ωl[c kli γkj + c klj γik] . (7.42)
As a consequence of these transformation properties, the transverse traceless components
transform according to 
δζT = 0
δζi = −ωlc kli [ζk − 12(∆−1ζT ),k]
δζTTij = −ωl[c kli ζTTkj + c klj ζTTik ] ,
(7.43)
so that, finally,
δS = m
∫
dt
d
dt
[
δijv
ixj
]
. (7.44)
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Appendix A: Explicit expression for the constraints χ¨1
of the 27-fields theory.
Using the notations: f;i = ∇if , f ;i = ∇if and (Kη) = (16πG/√g), the explicit expression
of the constraints χ¨1 takes the form:
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χ¨1 ≃ − 1
(Kη)
A˜;i
i
γT ;j
j
+
1
4 (Kη)
γT ;i
i
γT ;j
j
+
1
(Kη)
A˜;ijγ
T
;
ij − 1
4 (Kη)
γT ;ijγ
T
;
ij −
1
2 (Kη)
γT ;ijγ
TT ij
;k
k − 2
(Kη)
A˜;i
i
γLj ;
j
k
k
+
1
2 (Kη)
γT ;i
i
γLj ;
j
k
k
+
2
(Kη)
A˜;ijγ
L
k;
ijk −
1
2 (Kη)
γT ;ijγ
L
k ;
ijk − 1
(Kη)
γTT ij ;k
k
γLl;
ij l −
2
(Kη)
γLi;jk
k
γLl;
ij l
+
2
(Kη)
γLi;j
j
kγ
L
l;
ikl
+
1
2 (Kη)
γT ;ijγ
Li
;
j
k
k − 1
2 (Kη)
γT ;ijγ
Lj
;
i
k
k
+
(Kη)
4
A˜;i
i
∆−1πγT ;jk∆
−1πγT ;
jk − (Kη)
16
γT ;i
i
∆−1πγT ;jk∆
−1πγT ;
jk
+
(Kη)
2
γT ;ij∆
−1πγT ;
i
k∆
−1πγT ;
jk
+
(Kη)
4
γTT ij ;kl∆
−1πγT ;
ij
∆−1πγT ;
kl
+
(Kη)
2
γLi;jkl∆
−1πγT ;
ij
∆−1πγT ;
kl − (Kη)
8
∆−1γT ;ijkl∆
−1πγT ;
ij
∆−1πγT ;
kl
+
(Kη)γ
L
i;
i
jk∆
−1πγT ;
j
l∆
−1πγT ;
kl
+
(Kη)
4
γT ;i∆
−1πγT ;jk∆
−1πγT ;
ijk
+
(Kη)
2
γTT ij ;k∆
−1πγT ;
k
l∆
−1πγT ;
ij l
+ (Kη)γ
L
i;jk∆
−1πγT ;
k
l∆
−1πγT ;
ij l −
(Kη)
4
∆−1γT ;ijk∆
−1πγT ;
k
l∆
−1πγT ;
ij l
+
(Kη)
2
γLi;
i
j∆
−1πγT ;kl∆
−1πγT ;
jkl
+
(Kη)
4
γTT ij∆
−1πγT ;kl∆
−1πγT ;
ijkl
+
(Kη)
2
γLi;j∆
−1πγT ;kl∆
−1πγT ;
ijkl −
(Kη)
8
∆−1γT ;ij∆
−1πγT ;kl∆
−1πγT ;
ijkl − (Kη)
2
∆−1πγT ;ijπk
k
;
ij +
(Kη)A˜;ij∆
−1πγT ;
ij
πγT − 5 (Kη)
8
γT ;ij∆
−1πγT ;
ij
πγT −
(Kη)
2
γTT ij ;k
k
∆−1πγT ;
ij
πγT − (Kη)γLi;jkk∆−1πγT ;ijπγT +
(Kη)
2
γLi;j
j
k∆
−1πγT ;
ik
πγT − 3 (Kη)
2
γLi;
i
jk∆
−1πγT ;
jk
πγT −
(Kη)
2
γTT ij ;k∆
−1πγT ;
ijk
πγT − (Kη)γLi;jk∆−1πγT ;ijkπγT +
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(Kη)
4
∆−1γT ;ijk∆
−1πγT ;
ijk
πγT +
(Kη)
2
πi
i
;j
jπγT − 5 (Kη)
4
A˜;i
i
πγT
2 +
5 (Kη)
16
γT ;i
i
πγT
2 +
(Kη)
2
γLi;
i
j
j
πγT
2 +
(Kη)
3
8
∆−1πγT ;ij∆
−1πγT ;
ij
πγT
2 −
(Kη)
3
8
πγT
4 − (Kη)A˜;iπγTπγT ;i + (Kη)A˜;i∆−1πγT ;ijπγT ;j −
(Kη)
4
γT ;i∆
−1πγT ;
i
jπγT ;
j +
(Kη)
2
γLi;
i
jπγTπγT ;
j −
(Kη)γ
L
i;
i
j∆
−1πγT ;
j
kπγT ;
k − (Kη)
2
A˜πγTπγT ;i
i +
(Kη)
8
γTπγTπγT ;i
i +
(Kη)
2
γLi;
i
πγTπγT ;j
j +
(Kη)
2
A˜∆−1πγT ;ijπγT ;
ij − (Kη)
8
γT∆−1πγT ;ijπγT ;
ij −
(Kη)
4
γTT ijπγTπγT ;
ij − (Kη)
2
γLi;jπγTπγT ;
ij +
(Kη)
8
∆−1γT ;ijπγTπγT ;
ij − (Kη)
2
γLi;
i
∆−1πγT ;jkπγT ;
jk
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